Improving Beaver Habitat While Scoping Fish Projects
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Goals:
• Get folks knowledgeable and interested in improving habitat for beavers while scoping fish projects
• Understand beaver high intrinsic potential habitat
• Having ideas on how to enhance/improve stream and riparian conditions for beaver.

Benefits of Beavers and dam building
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slows winter flows=higher fish survival
Increased water storage= more stable water supply (summer)
More logs in water=increase hiding area for juvenile fish
Leaf litter storage=increased food supply for macro-invertebrates
Improved nesting areas for waterfowl
Nesting habitat for songbirds through snag development
Stream resilience against future droughts
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Beaver Relocation
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Beaver Legal Status
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What is optimal beaver habitat?

HSI models:
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• Many have been conducted for beaver over the last few decades
• Most use absence as a proxy for environmental inappropriateness and presence as validation for habitat
variable preference
• These models introduce variability by not viewing a primary limiting factor for beaver: human and animal
predators
But……………..

Problematizing Beaver Habitat Identification Models for Reintroduction Application in the Western US
(2013 J. Baldwin)
Compared and contrasted 8 HIS models plus the D. Jackson (ODFW) study on the Umpqua River
Habitat Characteristic 1: stream gradient-disagreement on optimal but almost all ranges in the .5-5%
Habitat Characteristic 2: stream width-optimal ranges are 1-8.1 meters
Habitat Characteristic 3: stream depth-conflicting results amongst the HIS’s
Habitat Characteristic 4: Bank Slope-each study correlated steeper slopes with increasing absence, no
model identified a preferable slope that overlaps with other models
*Bank slope may be related to valley floor width=more of a potential riparian zone
• Habitat Characteristic 5: vegetation cover-inconsistent methods and highly variable results.
•
•
•
•
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Modeling intrinsic potential for beaver (Castor Canadensis) habitat to inform restoration and climate
change adaptation, B. Dittbrenner 2018) Skykomish River
• Intrinsic potential model that draws on stream gradient, stream width and valley width to ID where
beaver could become established if suitable vegetation were to be present.
• HSI models predict currently suitable beaver habitat but have less utility for prediction where beaver could
be if they modify the landscape or appropriate restoration actions or land-use management actions were
taken.
• Field verification showed 60% of all sites with a high or moderate BIP had evidence of current or past
beaver activity. No site classified as low BIP habitat had any beaver sign.
• Field surveys indicate 75% of geomorphologically suitable sites in the basin were vacant!
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So I am scoping a fish project what stream attributes should I be looking for to potentially improve beaver habitat?

Stream width: 1-8m
Stream gradient: .5-5% (>3% preferred)
Valley width≥ 2 x the Active Channel Width
Presence of beaver sign is a +

Toe of hillslope

Promoting Beaver Recolonization
I have an interested landowner and I am in high intrinsic potential beaver habitat, what could I do?

“Beaver are well distributed in the LCR ESU, if they are allowed to persist and have suitable habitat in an
area they will occupy that area”
Beaver Habitat Suitability Model
Big Hole Watershed, Montana

Reduce canopy cover in riparian area
Site scale only
In combination with planting
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The Beaver Restoration Guidebook
https://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Documents/2018BRGv.2.01.pdf

Planting the Riparian Area with preferred species
Recommend a density of ≥ 550 trees/ha of small deciduous tress or shrubs within 30 meters of the stream
Preferred trees and shrubs include willow, cottonwood, maple, alder, red osier dogwood, sedges, grasses and
aquatic vegetation
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Using Beaver Dam Analogues
Beaver dam analogues (BDAs) are channel-spanning
structures that mimic or reinforce natural beaver dams
Also like natural beaver dams, BDAs function best when
constructed in sequence, such that the structures work in
concert with each other. 100-300’ apart

Individual dams within a dam
complex may be washed out or
abandoned, but the importance of
individual dams is not as critical as
the combination of multiple dams
within a broader dam complex.
Individual dams can serve different
functional purposes or be at different
stages in their trajectories.
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3 components to a BDA
Not all components are required and complexity goes up with each component
Posts
Weaving
Fill

Posts

• 4-8” in diameter.
• Long enough to stick a few feet above the
wetted channel and below the streams scour
depth.
• Typically pounded with an excavator.
• Should extend in a line across the stream
channel and out onto the floodplain.

Post line with wicker weaves

• Wicker weave is typically willow.
• Somewhat permeable.
• Likely to seal if stream has a high
sediment load
• Requires a fish passage plan and approval
(work with your local ODFW staff)
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Post line with wicker weave and fill=Starter dam
Fill material of straw, cobble gravel lessens chance of scour
Willow stakes on backside of dam can be placed at a 45 degree angle to further stabilize the starter dam
Requires a fish passage plan and approval.

Recent studies suggest that re-establishing beaver colonies
Methow Beaver Project
by relocating beaver to areas where they are not currently
found can be challenging, and that mortality rates for the Prior to releasing beaver, the project team constructs
artificial lodges and provides an initial source of food
relocated beaver can be high (McKinstry and Anderson
(aspen—Populus tremuloides). Furthermore, many release
2002).
sites contain deep pool cover (i.e., more than 1 meter deep).

In Wyoming
The high overall mortality was attributed to abundant
predators (coyote, black bear, grizzly bear, mountain
lions, and humans) and limited cover.

The Yakima Beaver Project enticed beaver to stay at the
release sites by providing lodges and food and releasing
them in areas with deep pools.
Petro (2013) studied the survival of 38 radio-tagged
beaver released into nine sites in coastal Oregon. After 16
weeks, the survival rate was 47 percent, with predation by
mountain lions the greatest source of mortality and with
most of the mortality occurring within 1 week of release.
D. Jackson: Oregon’s Umpqua River basin. When the last
transmitter quit working after more than 500 days, about
26 percent of the beaver had survived.

Questions?
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